
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis IReview Sheet, Final ExamDeember 5, 2005General InformationThe �nal examination for this ourse will be given at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday, Deember17 in our regular lass room, Smith Hall 210. The exam will be roughly twie the lengthof one of the three midterms, but you will have the full three hour period from 8:30 am to11:30 am to work on it if you need that muh time. As was true on the midterms, I will letyou bring a sheet of information for your use on the exam { for this exam, you an plaeanything you want on one side of an 8.5 � 11 inh piee of paper. I will provide opies ofwhatever tables from the text might be needed to work some of the problems.Topis to be Covered1) Desriptive statistis suh as the mean, standard deviation, frequeny histograms, et.The \empirial rule".2) Disrete sample spaes and ounting tehniques (espeially in onnetion with the\sample point method" for the probability of an event): the m�n rule, permutations,binomial and multinomial oeÆients.3) The \event omposition method" for probabilities4) Conditional probabilities, independene of events, Bayes' Rule, the Law of Total Prob-ability5) Disrete random variables: probability distribution funtions, umulative distributionfuntions, expeted values and varianes of funtions of a disrete random variable,moment generating funtions. Know the situations leading to binomial, geometri,Poisson, and hypergeometri random variables and how to apply them.6) Continuous random variables: probability distribution funtions, umulative distri-bution funtions, expeted values and varianes of funtions of a ontinuous randomvariable, moment generating funtions. Know the situations leading to uniform, ex-ponential, gamma, beta, and normal random variables and how to apply them.7) Thebyshe�'s Theorem.8) Multivariate probability distributions: joint densities, marginal and onditional den-sities, expeted values in this setting, onditions for independene, the ovariane andthe general formula for the variane of a linear ombination of random variables.9) Using moment generating funtions and the uniqueness theorem to determine thedistribution of a random variable.10) Know the statement of the Central Limit Theorem.Suggestions on How to StudyStart by reading the above list of topis arefully. If there are terms there that areunfamiliar or for whih you annot give the preise de�nition, learn the de�nitions now;memorize them if you have to! You simply annot answer a question about this material1



if you do not know what the terms mean. Review the lass notes. Everything on the �nalwill be similar to something we have disussed at some point this semester. Also look bakover your graded problem sets and exams. If there are problems that you did not get the�rst time around, try them again now, onsulting the solutions on reserve in the SieneLibrary as neessary. Then go through the suggested problems from the review sheets. Ifyou have worked these out previously, it is not neessary to do them all again. But trya representative sample \from srath" { don't just look over your old solutions and nodyour head if it looks familiar. Pratie thinking through the logi of how the solution isderived again.Suggested Review ProblemsLook at the problems from the two previous review sheets for the topis from Chapters1 - 4. From Chapter 5/11,27,28,57,58,59,61,84,96,120,121,122,123,125,133,134Review SessionI will be happy to run a review session for the �nal exam during study week. We andisuss a time in lass on Monday, Deember 5.Sample ExamI. A large number of observations of a ertain ontinuous random variable Y were taken,and a typial subset of n = 50 of them were ordered to produe the data set below:0:10 0:23 0:25 0:26 0:26 0:28 0:31 0:39 0:42 0:440:45 0:48 0:53 0:54 0:55 0:66 0:69 0:70 0:72 0:730:73 0:74 0:74 0:75 0:77 0:78 0:81 0:95 0:97 1:021:03 1:05 1:07 1:13 1:13 1:14 1:20 1:22 1:27 1:281:30 1:34 1:34 1:37 1:39 1:40 1:43 1:43 1:46 1:48A) Construt relative frequeny histograms for this data using 5 bins on the interval[0; 1:5℄, and then 10 bins on the interval [0; 1:5℄.B) Two models are proposed for the distribution of Y :1. a uniform distribution on [0; 1:5℄, or2. a distribution desribed by the probability density funtion (pdf)f(y) = � 8y9 if 0 � y � 3=20 otherwiseFind the expeted values and varianes of the two proposed model distributions.C) The atual sample mean is y = :8542 and the sample standard deviation is s := :4033.How well does the \empirial rule" math the distribution of Y ?II. A bin ontains three omponents from supplier A, four from supplier B, and �ve fromsupplier C. If four of the omponents are seleted randomly for testing, what is theprobability that eah supplier will have at least one omponent tested?2



III. Carrot seeds from grower A have an 85% germination rate, while seeds from grower Bhave a 75% germination and those from grower C have a 90% germination rate. rate. Aseed pakaging ompany buys 30% of its seeds from grower A, 40% from grower B, and30% from grower C, then mixes them thoroughly in making up pakets for sale.A) What is the probability that a randomly seleted seed will germinate?B) Given that a seed did not germinate, what is the probability that it ame from growerB?IV. A permutation of A = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g is a one-to-one, onto mapping from this set toitself. For instane, the f de�ned byf(1) = 2; f(2) = 4; f(3) = 3; f(4) = 1; f(5) = 5is one suh permutation. Consider a permutation seleted at random, and let Y be thenumber of elements of the set A that are mapped to themselves. For instane, if the f abovewas seleted, then the value of Y is 2 (sine f(3) = 3 and f(5) = 5). For this problem,you are given the information that the moment-generating funtion of Y ism(t) = 44120 + 45120et + 20120e2t + 10120e3t + 1120e5tA) Find the mean and variane of Y .B) What is the probability that a randomly seleted permutation maps at least oneelement of A to itself?V. A andy maker produes thin hoolate mints (yum!) that have a label weight of 20.4grams. The manufaturing proess is subjet to some randomness, though, and the atualweights of the mints are normally distributed with mean � = 20:8 and � = 0:3.A) What is the probability that a single mint has weight < 20:4 grams?B) If mints are seleted independently and at random from the prodution line, what isthe probability that at least 10 trials will be neessary to �nd one that has weight< 20:4 grams?C) If 40 mints are seleted independently and at random from the prodution line, whatis the probability that 3 or fewer will have weight < 20:4 grams?VI. 900 students are given an exam. The average sore is y = 83 and the sample varianeis v = 36. At least how many students must have sored between 71 and 95?VII. Telephone alls arrive at a swithboard.A) The number of alls within a 10 minute interval has a Poisson distribution with mean� = 5. What is the probability that more than 10 alls arrive in a 10 minute interval?Starting from any instant, the elapsed time Y until the 5th all arrives is a random variablewith a pdf of the form f(y) = � ky4e�2y if y > 00 otherwise3



B) Determine the value of k.C) Find E(Y ) and V (Y ).D) The elapsed time Y until the 5th all and the elapsed time Z between the 5th and 10thalls are independent, and both have the same distribution. Find the distribution ofthe random variable Y + Z by using the appropriate moment-generating funtions.VIII. Let Y1 and Y2 be random variables with joint pdff(y1; y2) = � 3y21y2 if �1 � y1 � 1; 0 � y2 � 10 otherwiseA) What is P (Y2 > Y1)? (Hint: Draw a piture!)B) Are Y1 and Y2 independent? Why or why not?C) Determine V (3Y1 + 2Y2).Extra CreditLet Y be a ontinuous random variable whose umulative distribution funtion F (y)satis�es F (y) = 0 for all y � 0. Assume that Y has the \memoryless" property:P (Y > a+ bjY > a) = P (Y > b)for all a; b > 0. Show that g(y) = 1� F (y) satis�esg(y + y0) = g(y)g(y0)for all y; y0 > 0. What type of distribution does Y have?
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